GLOSSARY

Term
Address
Awaiting Tender
Response
Bill of Lading (BOL)

Sub term

Carrier
Carrier assigned

Communication method
Communication method

email
EDI

Communication method
Delivery
Delivery
Delivery status
Destination
Equipment
Equipment

Manual
Earliest
Latest
Relayed

Equipment

FBL

Equipment

SFB

Equipment

FBD

Equipment

Intermodal

Equipment
Equipment

20C
HTS

LTV

Handling unit

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT

Definition
Street address
A tender has been submitted to a carrier and
shipper is waiting for a response.
A document that includes all of the details
pertaining to a specific shipment. The BOL number
can be generated by the WIN system, or user can
assign their own number.
Generic name for entity charged with actual
physical transport of cargo
A carrier can be assigned to a shipment without
tendering the load out. This can be done for
reporting, or to save the information and tender at
a later time.
Tender is submitted via email.
Tender is submitted via EDI (Electronic Data
Interchange).
Tender is accepted manually by the WIN user.
Earliest day and time for delivery
Latest day and time for delivery
Carrier has received the tender offer.
Ultimate point of delivery
Type of ground equipment shipper requires
Less than truckload Van. Contents will only fill part
of a truck.
Less Truckload Flatbed. Order will only fill part of a
48’
Step Deck Flatbed. Similar to a standard flatbed, but
the lower deck allows for hauling taller freight.
Full Truckload Flatbed. Used for large cargo that
does not fit or load easily into a 53 ft van truck
Cargo leaves shipper by truck and is then
transferred to rail. Cargo goes by rail to depot close
to destination and then loaded onto truck and
brought to final destination
20 ft Ocean Dray Container
Hotshot, an expedited, dedicated move.
How the goods will be shipped; multiple packages
can be combined in a handling unit. Length, width
and height are required.
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Term
Hazmat
In tendering

Sub term

Location
NMFC #
Operation

Request

Operation
Operation Status
Operation Status
Order
Order date
Order number

Response
Submitted
Accepted

Origin
Package count
Payment Terms

Collect

Payment Terms

Customer Pickup

Payment Terms
Payment Terms

Prepaid
Third party

Pickup

Earliest

Pickup
Pickup number

Latest

Product Class
Purchase order number

Definition
Indication of the hazardous nature of product
A tender has been submitted to a carrier and
shipper is waiting for a response.
Zip code, city, state, country
Classification provided to help carrier understand
type of product in load
Request for tender sent to carrier
Carrier response to tender
Tender submitted to carrier
Carrier accepted tender
Details of the shipment that needs to be moved
Date the order was created in WIN
Order tracking number generated by the WIN
system
Where a shipment is shipped from
The number and types of packages the shipment
will have
Carrier will collect shipping fees from party
receiving the cargo
The shipment is paid for and scheduled with the
customer's carrier of choice.
Shipper pays the carrier in advance of shipping
A third party, usually working on behalf of the
shipper will pay the carrier
Earliest day and time for pickup
Latest day and time for pickup
Customer assigned reference number for a
shipment the carrier is to provide when picking up
an order.
Classification provided to help carrier understand
type of product in load
A number the shipper creates and inputs into WIN
for reporting/tracking

Ready to tender

Order has been created but not submitted for
tendering

Sales order number

A number the shipper creates and inputs into WIN
for reporting/tracking
Client ships product to another party

Ship direction

Outbound

Ship direction
Shipment mode

Inbound
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Another party ships to client
Current default in ground
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Term
Site Name
SKU/Product number

Sub term

Special Services
Stackable
Tender
Tender Accepted
Tender Cancelled
Tender Declined
Tendered
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Definition
Name of site
Designation provided by shipper to report on
products
Service shipper requires in addition to basic
transportation of cargo
Indication if the units can be stacked on top of each
other
Presentation of an offer from a shipper to a carrier
to enter into a contract
Carrier has agreed to take the load
Shipper cancelled the tender to the carrier.
Carrier is unable to pickup the load.
Carrier has been offered the load.
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